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"一般的な" 銀河のガス, フィラメント
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寄り道 (宣伝)

➤ Kakuma+ 19
u HSC NB
u Cross-correlation

➤ "一般的な"銀河の周りの
ガスの『絵』見たい
u 物理起源探りたい



今日 話したいこと
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➤自分の Science Motivation
u SMBHの成長問題→ AGN の duty cycle 制限

➤面分光サーベイ: HETDEX
u スペック, サーベイデザイン
u メインサイエンス (BAO で dark energy 制限)
u 初期成果 (LAE 光度関数)

➤自分の Science: HETDEX × HSC で AGN カタログ
u スペクトル合成パイプライン
u AGN 検出パイプライン
u AGN 光度関数
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One of  the Biggest Problems
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GOAL

AGN Duty cycle [ fduty]
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種BHから成長途中の (=軽い) SMBHの duty cycleの制限

JCAP07(2017)017

roughly constant (again as shown in figure 10). This is in excellent agreement with the results
of Croom et al. [112], who found a non-evolving halo mass of M = (3.0± 1.6)⇥ 1012 h�1

M�
over 0.5 < z < 2.5 for a smaller sample of quasars that were slightly more luminous than
those in our sample.

6.2 Duty cycle

The length of duration of the quasar phase (the so-called “duty cycle”) has been defined in
multiple slightly di↵erent ways in the literature. Here, we take the definition of the duty cycle
as the ratio of the number density of haloes that host black holes that are “on” (and thus
observed as luminous quasars) to the full number of haloes that could host quasars within the
luminosity range of our sample. As in Eftekharzadeh et al. [49], we compare the cumulative
luminosity function of quasars over a range of luminosities to the cumulative space density
of haloes over the corresponding range of host halo masses [104, 108]
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where the value of Mh,min is set by the measured quasar bias (as in eq. 6.1), dn/dM is, again,
taken from Tinker et al. [110], and �(L) is the quasar luminosity function. Note that we
integrate our halo masses over the entire mass range from Mh,min to infinity.2 E↵ectively, this
reflects the extremely weak relationship between quasar clustering and quasar luminosity, by
allowing the quasars in our samples to be hosted by a limitless range of halo masses above
Mh,min. We adopt a recent quasar luminosity function from Palanque-Delabrouille et al. [84]
that was derived using quasars in our redshift and luminosity ranges of interest. We use
this luminosity function to calculate the space density of quasars in our samples (see the
3rd column in table 4). Quasars targeted as part of eBOSS do not all receive a fiber for
follow-up spectroscopy. Further, eBOSS is not complete to all quasars in the Universe.
Hence, the observed number density of quasars listed in table 3 should be lower than the
expected total space density of 0.9 < z < 2.2 quasars at the flux limit of eBOSS, even if
the Palanque-Delabrouille et al. [84] luminosity function is perfectly accurate.

We display our calculated fduty values as a function of redshift in figure 11 and list
the corresponding measurements in table 4. Motivating by the fact that the error on the
bias dominates any errors on the luminosity function, we estimate errors on fduty by draw-
ing sample values of the quasar bias from a Gaussian corresponding to the 68% confidence
interval around our measured ±1� errors on bQ. It is however worth emphasising that the
resulting errors were not forced to follow a Gaussian distribution but a 68% Gaussian range
on the variables were chosen to go into the fitting analysis and take any form after passing
naturally through the model in a Monte-Carlo fashion. We then calculate fduty for each
sampled bQ using eq. 6.1 and eq. 6.2, and hence derive the implied ±1� errors on fduty. Fig-
ure 11 compares our results to the similarly calculated fduty(z) of BOSS quasars at z > 2.2
from Eftekharzadeh et al. [49].

Under the assumption that there is e↵ectively no link between the luminosity and clus-
tering of quasars (i.e. the assumption that we used to derive fduty), we can ignore the di↵erent
luminosity ranges probed by BOSS and eBOSS and directly compare the host halo masses
and duty cycles of BOSS and eBOSS quasars. The almost flat M̄h(z) up until z ⇠ 1.8 de-
picted in figure 10, implies that quasars reside in haloes of similar mass at z . 2. Above

2The infinity in this equation has a numerical equivalent of ⇠ 1015 h�1M�.
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光度関数

Clustering解析

=

First Step

「z~2-3の」「暗いAGNの」「巨大サンプル作成」

ざっくり

∵ LAGN ∝ MSMBH

暗いAGN
観測ターゲット 赤方偏移

z ~ 2-3
∵初期宇宙は見えない
∵ AGN個数密度ピーク

解析
Clustering
光度関数

⇨大サンプル必要

種BHから成長途中の (=軽い) SMBHの duty cycleの制限



Making a large AGN sample
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暗明 MUV 〜 - 24

○ 明るい天体はすべて分光！
✕ 事前の分光ターゲット選択

- サンプルバイアスの可能性

分光観測
MUV 〜 - 22

撮像観測 ○ 広い & 深い！
➤点源条件

✕ 観測限界際 Contamination 多
➤ SED fitting

- AGN SED バラエティ 多
- e.g. COSMOSz (Laigle+ 16): AGN無し

➤ X線
✕duty cycle 短, 観測 浅→ completeness 低

⇨ MBH 〜 107 M⦿

面分光サーベイ ○ 観測領域すべてを分光観測！
- サンプルバイアス 無, completeness 高

Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan (2018), Vol. 70, No. SP1 S34-5

Fig. 1. Fractions of the ACS stellar objects classified as stellar in the HSC stellar selection (red filled circles connected with solid line), and of the ACS
extended objects contaminating among the HSC stellar objects as a function of i-band magnitude (blue open circles connected with solid line). Left:
Based on the stack simulating the best seeing conditions with F WH M = 0.′′5. Middle: Simulating the median seeing conditions with F WH M = 0.′′7.
Right: Bad seeing conditions with F WH M = 1.′′0. It should be noted that i-band data in the Wide-layer are mostly taken under good and median
seeing conditions. (Color online)

data are taken under the condition simulated as the good
and median conditions, therefore hereafter we refer to the
completeness and contamination evaluated with the median
condition. We need to note that the current survey area
includes regions with shallower depth, and in such regions
the above completeness and contamination rates may not be
applicable. Because the contamination rate increases rapidly
at i > 24 mag, hereafter we only consider objects brighter
than i= 24 mag.

2.3 Color selection criteria for z ∼ 4 quasars

Candidate z ∼ 4 quasars are selected from stellar objects
on the g − r vs. r − z color–color diagram. Figure 2 sum-
marizes the distribution of the S16A-Wide2 stellar objects
with known spectroscopic information on the color–color
diagram. The selection criteria are determined with the aim
of including as many quasars between 3.5 < z < 4.0 as pos-
sible, while minimizing the contamination by other objects.
The determined selection criteria are shown with solid lines.
They are

0.65(g − r ) − 0.30 > (r − z), (3)

3.50(g − r ) − 2.90 > (r − z), (4)

(g − r ) < 1.50. (5)

We use the third selection criterion to limit the redshift
range of the sample to z ∼ 4.5.

In order to constrain the quasar luminosity function at
z ∼ 4 without conducting further spectroscopic follow-
up observations, we set relatively tight color selection cri-
teria to minimize contamination of red Galactic stars. For

example, Ikeda et al. (2011) use wider selection criteria to
select z ∼ 4 quasar candidates for spectroscopic follow-up
observations in the COSMOS region, and they found a sig-
nificant contamination by Galactic stars. The HSC colors
of their Galactic stars are shown with open red circles in
the left-hand panel of the figure. We set the tighter selec-
tion criteria of not including these stars by rejecting a non-
negligible fraction of z ∼ 4 quasars with known spectro-
scopic redshift. The fraction of quasars missed in the color
selection is accounted for in the statistical evaluation of the
survey effective area, discussed in the next section.

In addition to the criteria on the g − r vs. r − z plane,
we also apply criteria on the i− z vs. z − y plane with

− 2.25(i− z) + 0.400 > (z − y), (6)

(i− z) > −0.3. (7)

These criteria are necessary to further remove contamina-
tion by red Galactic stars, and to remove some outliers
with unreliable photometry. The distribution of the spec-
troscopically identified stellar objects that meet the g − r vs.
r − z color selection criteria in the i− z vs. z − y plane is
shown in figure 3. The color selection in the i− z vs. z − y
plane removes reddened quasars. In addition to the above
color selection criteria, in order to be unaffected by objects
detected in shallow edge regions with low signal-to-noise
ratios, we only consider objects with magnitude errors of
less than 0.1 mag in both the r and i bands. Among all
stellar objects with 23.5 < i < 24.0 and r < 24.5, 1% are
rejected by this criteria. Furthermore, as discussed later in
subsection 2.5, objects brighter than i= 20.0 mag can be
affected by saturation or non-linearity effect; we limit the
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completeness
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HETDEX
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➤ Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment 
u 史上初の blind, large-scale 面分光サーベイ
u 450 deg2 の領域を3年かけて分光
u c.f. Hill+ 16

➤ Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET)
u McDonald Observatory, Texas 
u 主鏡: 11.1 x 9.8 m (有効口径 9.2 m)

合わせ鏡
u 視野: 22 arcmin2

➤国際チーム

Hobby-Eberly Telescope Dark Energy Experiment

) blind, large-scale spectroscopic survey with VIRUS at HET
) 300 square degrees (60 square degrees with spectra) over 3 years

) about 0.75 million redshifts from 1.9 < z < 3.5 (Ly↵ emitters)
) about 1 million redshifts from 0 < z < 0.5 (OII emitters)

) Timeline: 2015-2017

Andreas Schulze (Kavli IPMU) HETDEX 2 / 16+



HETDEX – Survey design
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Spring field
l (13hr, 53deg)
l 42 × 7 deg2

l 1/4.5 fill factor

Fall field
l (1.5hr, 0deg)
l 28 × 5 deg2

l 1/4.5 fill factor

~ 1,000,000 LAEs (1.9 < z < 3.5)

+ COSMOS, AEGIS の一部 (calibration用)
From Schulze's slide



HETDEX - Dark energy constraint
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➤ ~1,000,000 LAEs の power spectrum から BAO 測定

u H (z = 2.3) and DA (z = 2.3) を ~1 ％の精度で測定
u Euclid, WFIRST では cover しない赤方偏移 (PFSとも相補的)

l ダークエナジーの進化の制限に。

Constraining Dark Energy with HETDEX

) measure power spectrum of ⇠ 800, 000 LAEs

) measure H(z = 2.3) and DA(z = 2.3) to 0.9%
) constrain evolution of dark energy (wa)

) most precise measurements at z > 2
Andreas Schulze (Kavli IPMU) HETDEX 6 / 16

From Schulze's slide

国際競争

1.2 Distance Probes 3

Figure 1-2. Top panel is a compilation of the current and the near future projects. Planck ⇤CDM
Cosmology (h=0.673, ⌦m = 0.315, ⌦⇤ = 0.685) is used for the fitted lines and near future data is simulated
based on their error forecasts. Bottom three panels are fractional measurement errors of ’today’, in the
next 5 years and in the next decade as a function of redshift. Left: Hubble Diagram in Comformal

Distance SN Ia cosmology measures the luminosity distance (DL) while BAO measures angular diameter
distance (DA) and expantion rate (H(z)). For this compilation, we use comformal distance ⌘(z) which is
related to DL by 1+ z division and DA by 1+ z multiplication. Today, 580 SNe Ia leads 1� 5% precision in
redeshift z<1.5, and we note the Ly↵ Forest BAO measurement finds the existence of dark energy at z=2.4
for the first time. In the next 5 years, eBOSS will conduct BAO measurement in various redshifts using
di↵erent targets: LRG, ELG, QSO and the Ly↵ Forest while PFS aims to observe ELGs and HETDEX
uses LEGs. With satellite missions in the next decade, sub percent precision is expected in all redshift
range. Right: Expansion Rate History H(z)/(1 + z) represents ȧ which is the expansion rate of the
scale factor, a. This is equivalent of taking a derivative of the distance measurement. In ⇤CDM model,
the expansion rate of the universe is decelerating in matter dominated era, but it turns to acclerate around
z = 0.7 when the fraction of dark energy in critical density becomes eminent. The current measurements
trace the acceleration history of the universe and the Ly↵ Forest BAO probes the expansion rate in epoch
of deceleration. Future experiments are expected to trace the entire expansion history of the universe from
deceleration to acceleration.

Community Planning Study: Snowmass 2013

• 2015年−2020年
  − PFS (日, 8.2m) 
  − eBOSS (米, 2.5m)
  − HETDEX (米,9.2m)

• 2020年−
  − Euclid (欧, 1.2m宇宙)
  − WFIRST (米, 2.4m宇宙)
  − DESI (米, 4m)
     (↑BigBOSS+DESpec)

Kim, Padmanabhan, et al. (2013)

PFS
HETDEX



HETDEX – VIRUS 
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➤ Visible Integral-Field Replicable Unit Spectrograph
u Fiber 面分光
u 448 fibers × 75 IFUs

= 33,600 spectra 
u 現在 8割くらい搭載
u Fiber:  φ=1.5", 1/3 fill factor

l 3500 – 5500 Å, R~750
u IFU: ~ 1/7 fill factor
u 限界等級

l 輝線: 3.5 × 10−17 erg/cm2/s
l 連続光: mAB ∼ 22

連続光検出 難
NB観測的にLAE検出

therefore represents a challenge in a blind spectroscopic survey
when only one emission line is detected (Adams et al. 2011).

Figure 1 illustrates this classification problem. In the
example, a high-redshift LAE and a foreground O II[ ] emitter
are detected via their primary emission lines observed at the
same wavelength, with identical fluxes measured for the detected
lines. In order to make an accurate redshift classification, we need
to consider additional information available in our measurements.
Narrowband selection for strong Lyα emission in the literature
typically requires LAEs to have rest-frame equivalent width
(EW;WLya) greater than 20Å (e.g., Cowie & Hu 1998; Gronwall
et al. 2007). This EW method is effective in limiting the
misclassification of O II[ ]emitters as LAEs (Gawiser et al. 2006)
at redshift 2< z< 3, at the expense of having an incomplete
sample of LAEs. However, fractional contamination in the LAE
sample increases rapidly with redshift due to two concurrent
factors: the rapid rise in the volume occupied by O II[ ]emitters
and the increase in their average intrinsic EWs (Hogg et al. 1998;
Ciardullo et al. 2013). Using the simple EW cut reduces the
purity and completeness of a statistical sample of objects
classified as LAEs and thus the precision with which HETDEX
will be able to measure the evolution of dark energy (Komatsu in
Appendix).

The distributions of line luminosity and EWs have been
measured for emission-line-selected samples of LAEs (e.g.,
Shimasaku et al. 2006; Gronwall et al. 2007; Ouchi et al. 2008;
Guaita et al. 2010; Ciardullo et al. 2012) and O II[ ]emitters
(Ciardullo et al. 2013) over the spectral range of the HETDEX
survey. In addition, the EW distribution of O II[ ]emitters in the
local universe has been extremely well measured using both
continuum and emission-line-selected galaxy samples (Gallego
et al. 1996, 2002; Blanton & Lin 2000). With these distribution
functions as prior probabilities, we can compute the posterior
odds that a detected emission-line object is an LAE or an O II[ ]
emitter given its observed characteristics.

We explore a Bayesian approach, using the posterior odds as
a classifier, to identify emission-line galaxies as a means to
improve the quality of the cosmological sample of LAEs.
Section 2 describes our methodology, including details of the
simulation of a HETDEX catalog consisting of LAEs and
O II[ ]emitters (Section 2.1) and an overview of the statistical
framework for a Bayesian method that can be used to identify
LAEs in a line flux-limited sample of emission-line galaxies
(Section 2.2). Section 3 presents the results of Bayesian
classification of LAEs in a simulated HETDEX catalog and
quantifies the improvement over the EW method. Section 4
offers a discussion of our findings and their applications.
Throughout the present work, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology

withH0=70km s−1Mpc−1, 0.3mW = , and 0.7W =L (Komatsu
et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). All magnitudes are
reported in the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983).

2. Methodology

2.1. Simulated Catalog of Emission-line Galaxies

We simulate populations of LAEs and O II[ ]emitters on which
to test the methods for galaxy classification. For the simulations,
we specify a 300deg2 survey area (the size of the HETDEX spring
field, roughly two-thirds of the total survey area) and a 1/4.5 filling
factor to mimic the design of the upcoming HETDEX survey (Hill
& HETDEX Collaboration 2016).

2.1.1. Spectroscopic Survey Simulation

Gronwall et al. (2007), Ciardullo et al. (2012), and C.
Gronwall et al. (2016, in preparation; hereafter Gr16)measured
the luminosity functions for LAE populations at z=2.1 and
z=3.1. Using the Gr16 luminosity functions, we simulate Lyα
line luminosities via Monte Carlo simulations. We use a
Schechter (1976) function of the form

L dL L L L L d L Lexp , 1* * * *fF = -a( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

and assume that the parameters (shown in Table 1) evolve
linearly with redshift. We obtain the distribution parameters at
redshifts 2.1< z< 3.1 by linear interpolation of the Gr16
parameter values for z=2.1 and z=3.1; for simulated LAEs
at z< 2.1 and z> 3.1, we linearly extrapolate the parameters.
The top-left panel in Figure 2 shows that our extrapolation of
the Gr16 luminosity function to z=3.5 is consistent with the
weakly evolving Lyα luminosity functions measured at higher
redshift (Shimasaku et al. 2006; Ouchi et al. 2008; Henry
et al. 2012).
The measured EW distributions of LAEs have been modeled

with various distributions. For our simulations, we assume an
exponential form with a scale length, w0:

W dW
e

w
dW. 2

W w0

0

Y =
-

( ) ( )

As with the Schechter function parameters, we assume the
exponential scale lengths evolve linearly with redshift. Since
previous studies have found weak or no correlation between
emission-line luminosity and EW (Cowie et al. 1996; Hogg
et al. 1998; Gronwall et al. 2007; Ciardullo et al. 2012, 2013),
we model the luminosity function and the EW distribution as
statistically independent.

Figure 1. Spectra of two model galaxies over the spectral range of HETDEX
are shown in this example. The Lyα line in the spectrum of the high-redshift
galaxy (red) is observed at the same wavelength as the unresolved O II[ ]
doublet from a low-redshift galaxy (blue) in the survey foreground. Intensity of
the primary emission line (indicated by the gray circle) is identical for the two
galaxies depicted, but the continuum flux densities of the two spectra are
different. The LAE in this example, as is typically the case, has a much larger
equivalent width than the O II[ ] emitter depicted. The use of Ne III[ ], Hβ, and
O III[ ] lines in applicable cases as additional spectral information for Bayesian
classification is discussed in Section 3.3.

2

The Astrophysical Journal, 843:130 (15pp), 2017 July 10 Leung et al.

Lenug+ 17

3500 5500

波長レンジ 狭
測光観測とマッチング
等価幅でLyα/[OII]分離



dr1 might be not suitable for AGN study...
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➤連続光のピーク と 輝線検出位置 のずれ

➤連続光画像の無い or 浅い領域 あり

← Fiberの位置

連続光画像
HETDEXスペクトル

l 等価幅下限は取れる: LAE は選択可能

AGN 光度関数: 連続光 (UV) 連続光検出ベースでの
カタログ作り必要

In prep

In prep



Data: HETDEX × HSC-SSP
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➤ HETDEX と HSC-SSP との overlap 領域あり
UD-COSMOSの一部

[~134 arcmin2]

HETDEX dr1 / HSC-SSP pdr2

HETDEX fall field 
[~1.65 deg2]

HETDEX official

l 3D cubeから
輝線ピーク検出

ü 輝線セレクト

HETDEX ✕ HSC-SSP

l HSC-SSP r-band
画像検出

ü 連続光セレクト

0.62 cMpc3In prep



Analysis: Pipeline 
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① HSC 5σ detect (UD: r~28.15, WIDE: r~26.25)

② ①の位置の周り2.5秒以内の Fiber spectra を集める
③ PSF で重みつけして①の位置でのスペクトルを出す

④ 連続光引き
⑤ 連続する波長ビン11個 (22Å) に対して SN 掛け算: 8σ 検出

l 各 Fiber spectrum でも 5.813σ で2本 (8σ) 以上検出
⑥ Single Gaussian で FWHM, double Gaussian で flux

l HSC-r から連続光→ EW (flat 連続光仮定)

HSC連続光検出サンプル

1D spectraを作成

輝線検出 & 測定

𝑓'() =
∑, 𝑓,× 𝑝,
∑, 𝑝,/

𝑓,: flux, 𝑝,: PSF 



Analysis: Type1 AGN (Quasar) selection

13⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

1本の輝線からAGNを ⇨ 等価幅 と 速度幅 で

検出天体
u 等価幅: EWLyα> 20Å

LAEs
u 速度幅: FWHM > 1000km/s

AGN 候補

Type1 AGNs 
u Visual check

UD-COSMOS field

Completeness: ~85％
81 SDSS Quasars
→ 68 再検出

Contamination (誤検出): <1％
2612 Sky天体 (r > 29.15)

→ 21 誤検出



Example of AGN Spectra 1.

14⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

➤ SDSS で検出済み Quasar 
u r = 19.7 (MUV = -25.3)

SDSS spectrumHETDEX spectrumDetect

Emission Fitting

In prep



Example of AGN Spectra 2.

15⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

➤ HETDEX 初検出 AGN
u r = 23.7 (MUV = -21.8)

In prep



Result: EW limit for the AGN selection

16⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

➤ AGN selection: Lyα 検出必須
➤ HETDEX line limit: 浅い
➤連続光のcompleteness: ~100％

HETDEX輝線検出限界

等価幅limitのサンプル

■ AGN
○ contamination

Dietrich+ 02
(近傍 type1 AGN Lyα EW)

: 補正必要

In prep



Result: Type1 AGN LF (UD-COSMOS)

17⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

SDSS 2.6< z <3.0 
(Ross+13)This Work

2.2 < z < 3.4

faint end 急 (?)

等価幅
検出限界

COSMOS
N = 20

全領域
N ~ 500

等級ビンごとEW分布
→ EW分布補正

MUV ~ -19まで
LF制限可能

In prep



Discussion: Property of the faint AGNs

18⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

➤ UD-COSMOS
u Optical (HST-ACS, F814W)

u X-ray Chandra Legacy

3"✕3"
PSF~0.1"

MUV

X-rayX-ray X-ray

X-ray

X-ray X-ray

✔compact  ✔複数component  ✔tidal feature 

✔ UV 明 → detect 多 ✔ UV 暗 → non-detect 多

−22.5−23.5−24.1 −23.0

−21.3

−21.7

−21.5 −21.0

−21.8

−20.2−20.6

−21.8

−21.1

−19.4 −19.3

−19.6

−19.2 −17.7−18.1 −17.4

HST検出限界際

In prep



SUMMARY

19⾯分光研究会2019 東京⼤学 ⿅熊亮太

➤HETDEX
u 史上初の blind, large-scale 面分光サーベイ
u 448 fibers × 75 IFUs, 3500 – 5500 Å, R~750, flim~3.5×10−17 [cgs]
u PSF で重みつけ→天球面全点のスペクトル

GOAL

Result

Motivation
u SMBH形成問題の解決

u 種BHから成長途中の(=軽い, 暗い)
SMBHのduty cycleの制限

u HETDEX × HSC-SSPで
z ~ 2-3 AGN カタログ作成

u MUV~-19 までの AGN LF

Science

面分光サーベイ

SDSS 2.6< z <3.0 
(Ross+13)

This Work
2.2 < z < 3.4

In prep


